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1.. r.nt:roduction

We are here today to ~morate a qreat naval archi tect, Georq

weinbhDII, whose life anCI work covered many oountries anCI almost every

aspect of naval architecture. Be profoundly influenced ship hydrcr

dynamics not only by his own scientific work but also by his attitudes

and by his philosophy. Practice I uperiment and theoretical analysis

were a.ll of them essential parts of his work. In particular he was not

afraid of mathematics and qave every encouragement to mathematicians.

I regard it as a great honour that I should have been invited to deliver

a lecture which bears his name.

One of the problems discussed by weinbl\DIIa.nd St. Denis in 1950, in

their great paper on the motion of ships at sea, 1s the determination

of the virtual DlaSS a.nd damping of bocJ1es heavinq in the free surface

of a fluid. '!'his is the topic I have chosen for th1s lecture I and I

shall suppose initially (in fact for IDOst of the lecture) that the body

1s a horizontal ha.lf-i.JImersed circular cylinder I about which I wrote

a paper in 1949 (U1949a); MY students and I are still working on var10us

aspects of this problem nearly 40 years later. In the present 1ecture

I shall be ta.lkinq mainly about MY own work but there have been many

other contrihutors. Bere I will only mention the distinquished work of

Otto Grim (1953).
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The fo11owing physica1 lIIOcSel will be adopted. I1: will be 88sumed that

the fluid 1s frictionless, then the motion 18 irrotatiorutl and can be

descr1bed by a velocity potential. It will also be 88sumed that the motion

is so srna11 that al1 the equations can be 11nearized, and that the IDOtion

1s periodic in time. OUr a.i.m is to find the per10dic vertical force on the

cy1inder. The component in phase with the acceleration is called the

virtua1-mass component and is workless, the component in quadrature is the

wave--1D8king or damping component and is re1ated to the waves generated by

the cy1inder. The virtual-mass and damping coefficients have become

:iJnportant parameters in ship hydrodynamics I and we know now (but did not

know then) that they are strong1y frequency~ependent.

2. Source representations.

Let us begin by 100king very briefly at ear1y treatments of damping

as descri.bed by weinbllull & st. Denis. These make use of distributions

of pu1sating wave sources. The ve10city potential at the

point ( X, Y ) of a wave source 10cated at the point ( (, f')) will be

denoted by G(X,YI(,f')IK)e-iwt and satisfies the fo11owing conditions:

x
8G _ _ 11)2

G _ -KG when y _ 0/ty 9
y

waves outgoing +-
at x - +00 o

(C,f')

-1J> waves outgoing
at X - ""'1XI

e-iwt omitted
82 82

(ax2 + 8Y2) G(X,YIC,f')IK) - 0

except at (x,y) = (C,f')

Near ( C,f')) the potential behaves 1ike a pulsating-source potential:

G(x,Y;(,f');K)e-iwt 1&log{(X - 02 + (y - f')2}e-1I1)t.

(The factor e-iwt will henceforth be omitted.)

Then it can be verified that &11 conditions are satisfied by

G( x Y. ~ 1'\.K ) = 1&l og
(X-( )2+( y-T'f )2 _ 2 . ~ e-Jt(y+f') )cosk ( x-~) dk, , ~"II (x-( )2+(y+f') 'ro ~ k-K

- -21rie-K(y+f') eiKlx-CI when Ix-CI -) e.
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we have arrang~ for G( ) to behave l1ke outgoing vaves at infinity

by ehoosing the path of integration to pass under the pole Je - Jt.

Let us now consider a heaving cylinder of box-like section. 'l'hen

eontinuity considerations suggest that the

bottom is equivalent to a uniform distribution of vave sourees at depth f

while the side walls do not act as sourees. The potentia.l at (x,y)

of this souree distribution is proportional to

f-a
G(x,y,(,f)d(,

and this is the expression that was used by weinblum 6ist. Denis and

others to calculate the vave damping, but it is obvioUB that it is not

exact. In fact, the source distribution is easily seen to induee a

ve loci ty eomponent normal to the side walls. Ne may also reca.ll Green' s

representation (whieh is not difficult to prove, see 01954):

1
J
/.

8G a.
I

$(X,y) - - 2fT
l«(,n~(X,Y'(,T}) - G(x,y,(,T}>'h«(,T}) dS«(,T});

when this is applied to our problem it states that the 8Otion can be

generated by a source distribution of strength a./ an over the bottom

toaether with a distribution of dipOles of strenath over the bottom and

side walls. we note that the dipole strength . cannot be found from

continuity considerations, but that
::

is prescribed on the boundary (as a



<-X;}
. Xci> + ~0: 0

) ->

BcI>
ar - VcoS9

when r 0: a

-4--

cC)nstant on t:he bottom, aa zero on t:he si~e walls).

P'rom nOlti on we shall concentrate on the half-1JIIDersed cylinder of

circular section. '1'0 solve the heaving problem we laUst formulate it

proper.ly as a boundary-value problem: we require a velocity potential

\1)(x,y;X) which satisf1es the following concUtions:

Xci> + dIu = 0

a2c1> a2c1>
641 e axZ + ityz - 0

(-

Unless we are willing to consider a direct numerical solution, (which is

not easy s1nce the fluid is unbounded) we must represent the solution

analytically in same appropriate vay, either aa an infinite series or

as an integral. Suppose, for instance that I as be fore I we try to represent

the motion by distributing vave sources over the sem1-circle 5, in

mathematical terms, suppose that

4I(x,y,X) - J
'zrr

J.i(9,1e)G( X, y,asin9, acos9,X )ad9
-'zn"

where the source strength 11(9;1C) 18 an unknown funct10n which is to be

determined. (Note that, when IC is fixed 11 is a function of only a single

variable 9 whereas cl>(x,y;lC) 1s a function of two variables X and y.)

Are we justified in supposing that the required potential can indeed be

represented in thiB form? Is it perhaps physically obvious? I do not think

so. Let us examine the proposed representation. This satisfies a.ll the

conditions except the condition on S, and it can be shown that this is also

satisfied if the source strength 11(9,1e) satisfies the integral equation

"'11(a;lC) + J:I1(9,Ie>(ir G(rsina, rcosa, asin9, acos9, IeVad9

- Veosa when -'2Jr ~ a , 'zn", and r - a
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where the right-hantS side 1s the preser1bed nonaal 98loc1ty. To solve

our problem we must show that th1s 1ntegral equat10n has a solution. This

can indeed be done but it requires seme profound matbematies, Predbo!m's

famous theory of integral. equations (1900, see e.g. U1974a) which applies

to equations in whieh the unknown function occurs both outside as weIl

as inside the integral sign. P. Jobn (1950) used this theory to show that

our problem does indeed have a unique solution of the proposed fOrJII, except

at an infinite set of irregular frequene1es where same alternative

representation must be used. we note once &gain that the souree strength

1L(9;)() i8 not proportional. to the preser1bed normal velocity, mathematie-

al.ly because of the integral. term, physieal.ly beeause a source at one

boundary point induces anormal velocity at all boundary points. we also

note again that the justification of the source representation is

mathematieal, not physieal.. When P. Jobn's work appeared in 1950

there was no effective way of solving integral equations numerica1ly.

3. 8nefree potentia1.s aDd t:be 8I!t:bod of 8II1.t1po1.e8.

I now want to talJe about the method of multipoles. When I tried to

solve this problem in the late 1940' s I did not knaw about P. John' s work

(which was then unpublished) or about integral equat1ons. I did know

that the functions r-1llcosme satisfy Laplace's equation ~.. 0 for

any 11I. By trial and error I found (and this was the most importantstep)

that for every positive integer 11I the coaibinations

cos2m9
+

It
r:iaD 2m-l

cos( 2m-1 )9
r2ID- ~ JII - 1,2,3,...

also satisfy JC4I+ cIIy.. 0 when Y" 0 ( 1. e. when 9..:1: '2JT).

These combinations are now known as wavefree potentia1s.

can we express the required solution as a COIIIbination of just these

wavefree potentials? clearly not, for these all tend to 0 at infinity

whereas the solution must bave wavelike bebaviour. We tberefore need to

add at least one wavelike function to our set, and I chose a wave souree
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at the orig1.nl

4>o(Kr.9) .. -'aG(X.y,O.O,Jt) ... ~ e-kycosJcx
dk

% k-IC

dk- %
e-krcoS9 co8(krsin9)

k-Jt

CD

- -(y + logKr) I:
s=O

(-JCr)s
cos 89

+ 9 r (-~ )S
8in 89 + r (-~

)S (-
1.
1 + !

2
+... + !)COS s9

1 s 1 8 S

CD ( -Kr )s
+ "i I: OOS 89.

o SI

we now ask two quest ions . '!'he first question : 18 any solution of our

problem necessarily of the fODII 4>(x.y,lC) - 4>(rsin9. rcos9,1C)

_ C{4>o(JCrl9) + r p2m(ICa)a2m(COS2m9 + ~ COS(2m-1)9}
m-1 r<an 2m-1 rzm-~ )J I (A)

or are there more terms that IDight be or ought to be included in the

expansion? ('!'he rather strange notation for the unknowns is taken fram

U1974b). '!'he answer is, that no further teDII can be added, and the proof

does not present any serious difficulty to a professional mathematician.

Indeed, Green's representation shows that the potential 4>(x,y,lC) can be

represented in this way provided that the source G( x. y, (, f'J) and the

dipole can be represented in this way. and this can be 8hown without much

difficulty (U198l), alternative arguments are given in Ul968b. '!'he second

question: can the coefficients C, P2.P4 be chosen so that the boundary

condition on the sem1-circle is also satisfied. a.nc! 80 that the three

series for the velocity potential and the two velOCity components are

convergent outside a.nd on the sem1.-circle? '!'his can also be proved but

the proof is more difficult. Let U8 look at this problem in more detail.

The boundary concUtion on the sem1.-circle i8
:: - V OOS 9 wen

r ..a and 0' 9 , '&IT.When the expression (A) i8 sub8tituted we abtain
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(a :o(l(r,e~r_a - f 2Jlp2JDtCOB2m9 + : C08(:z.ol )eJ

va- -- COBe when 0' e , 'alT,C

or equivalently

(a ::O(ICr,eyr-a. - 1"1(e,ICa), Bay, a known function of 9 a.nd 1Ca,

Va CD , !Ca 1- C cos9 + t 211!p2m(Ita)lCOS2m9+ 2iii COS(~1)9J when 0' 9 , 'alT.
1 (8)

'!'hus we are asking whether the known function 1"1 can:be expressed as

a COIIIbination of the known functions

]Ca
cos9, and cosZme + 2m

cos( 2.-1 )9, DI- 1,2,3,... .

we are rem1nded of Pourier series, indeed in the long-wave limit

(Ita - 0) we obtain the equation

Va CD
-1 - C COS9 + t 211!p2m( 0 )COS21ll9

°
1

which can indeed :be 80lved by the usual Pourier method: '1'0 find Co

we integrate frcm 0 to 'alT; to find 2SP2S( 0) we multiply by cos 2s9

and then integrate fran 0 to '1fT. Por general values of Ita we use the

same procedure. Thus, on integrating (8) we find that

J
'1fT Va

J
'1fT

p1(9',Ita)d9' = -- COS9'd9'
o C 0

CD lCa

J
'zrr

+
~

2Dlp2m( Ita ) .
2m 0

cos( 2m-1 )9' d9,

Va
J

'1fT CD (-1 ~1]Ca
C - 0

1"1(9' ,1ta)d9' -
~

2DIp:zm (1Ca). 2m(2Dr1)'
i.e. ,

When we substitute this into (8) we find that

Fl(9,D.) - cos9 I:'" 1"1(9' ,1Ca)d9'

= F( 9,!Ca ), say, a knawn function of 9 a.nd b,

CD

f b (-1 )m-1
1= t 2mp2m(xa.) coS2D19 + -- (cos( 2m-1)9- - COS9).8=1 2m 2.-1
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Now we cont1nue the Four1er procedure by BlUlt1plying by C08 289.

8 = 1. 2. 3. . .. and 1ntegrat1ng over (O.'a1T). we find that

4_
J

'z1'T
F(9.~)C08289d9. - c28(xa). say-rr D

4 CD 1
J

'z1'T ( (-1 )m-1 .128P2S(~) +
n

!Ca
~1

2mpzm(ICa)'2m
D

COS289t.C08(2Dr1)9 - 2m-l COS9Jd9.

The last integral i8 an elementary integral a.nd can be readily found.

we find in th1s way that the unknowns pz.P4 satisfy the infinite

system of equations

CI)
c2S(ICa) - 2SP2S(xa) + ~ r. (2mp2m(~»bsm'

m=1
(5)

where bsm" (-1 )m+s
32
rr

s2(m-1 )
(4SZ-1)(2m-1)(2S+2m-1)(2S-2m+1)

is Jcnown exp1i.citly and is independent of ~. The evaluation of the

coefficients c2S(!Ca) is slightly more difficult but can be carried

out either by numerical integration or more simply by the sUl1lll&tion of

rapidly convergent power &eries in xa where the coefficients can again

be calculated explicitly without any numerica1 integration. At the time.

in the late 1940'S. this was the qreat advantage of the present method.

because the equations which we have just obtained cou1d easily be solved

on a desk calculator wbereas there was then no practical method of solving

integral equations. The force coefficients. 1.e. the virtual mass and

'sr
dcunping. involves Ja «asin9. acos9.1()COsed9. and is thus known for a

given value of !Ca when we know C, P2,P4,."

we have not yet completed the solution of our problem for we BlUSt

still show that the infinite system (5) has a solution and that the

resulting &eries for the potential and for the velocities are convergent.

For small !Ca it was shown in the original paper (by iteration starting

from P2m( 0)) that the infinite system has a solution and that for any

fixed ~ we have P2m(~) - O(~) as _ - CI)
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'l'his result can be extended to all values of JCa by U8ing an

analogue of Predholm' s theoxy of integral equations, but we Bhall not do

so here (see Ul974b).

4. '1'be 88'tbod of 8UltipoleB, __ criti~.

we have naw seen that the multipole expansion

41
'"'

wave 80Urce plus wavefree potentials

can be justified mathematically but some ship hydrodynamicists have

regretted that this expansion has no obvious physical interpretation.

It is precisely for this reason that we need the ma.thematical justification

which shows that the series is justified if and only if the original linear

frictionless DIOdel is justified. 'l'here are some problems (e. g. the

Kelvin-Neumann problem of wave resistance and the problems of slender-body

theoxy), where ei ther the physical or the ma.thematical arguments are un-

convincing, and then there is indeed real doubt about the form of the

proposed solutions. Another early comment was as follaws: In the limit

Ka = CII the heaving motion corresponds to the well-known motion in an un-

bounded fluid. It would therefore be more natural to start from the high-

frequency rather than the low-frequency end, and to look for expansions in

powers of l/b rather than in powers of JCa. Let us look at this

suggestion.

we had the equation

Va CII f JCa .\PI( e.JCa) - C cose + f 21IIp2m(b)!COS21D8 +
2m

cos{ 2Dt-l )ej

which we can rewrite in the fOJ:m

Va CII1I' f 2m.lPl ( e. JCa) - C cose + f P2m( JCa )1 cos{ 2Dt-l)e +
JCa

cos2me J

*
where P2m( Jta) = xaP2m( xa ) . . ..

we want to find P2. P4 for luge !Ca.

In the limit the right-hand side becomes

Va CII.-- cose + L P2m{CII)cos{2Dt-l)e
GD 1
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which i8 again a Pourier serie8 but now involving the oamplete set over

(0, 'ITT) of function8 C08e, co83e, C08Se,... The coefficient of C08e iB

Va 'Ir

Gm
+- P2( 1»),

'Ir
a.nd we obtain only one equation for the two unknown8 Gm and P2( m) .
And if we try to U8e thi8 approximation as the first 8tep in an iteration

2m
lCascheme we get divergence at the next 8tep because of the factor

mu~tip~ying cos2m9. Thus the method of IllUltipo~e8 (although 8til~

theoretical.~y vuid) becomes usele8s for 1.arge 1Ca. The original

computation8 were for the intervu 0 < ]Ca < Sandare 8hown in F1g8.

3 and S (from U~959).

5. Short-wave asymptoti.c8. An a1ternat1ve %8PLasentation.

We still need results for larger values of Ka. What method can we

use? we have just seen that the method of IllUltipoles fails. F. John' s

integral equation also fail8 for !arge Ka becau8e there are irregu!ar

values when Ka iB near (m+'z)fT . What 18 the reason for these and how can

they be eliminated? we have seen that the source 8trength JL(e,]Ca) on the

semi-circle satisfies the integral equation

J
'ZfT l a a ~\fTJL(a,Ka) +- oJL(e,Ka)\~(a,e)+~a,-eyde - Veosa when 0 , a , 'm.

where for large Ka the kernel i8 actually small except when e and

a are both near 'm. The sources P_ near e - -'m then induce

~a.rge ve~oc1t1es near a -= +'ZfT by means of waves travelling along the

horizontu diameter,
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and these are responsible for the irregular values . (S1JI1ilarly the

sources near P+ induce large velocities near P_.) Me can now see

how this difficulty can be overcome. Let us try to represent the potential

by triads of sources : to each pair P+, p_ we add another source Po at

the centre, the source strength is chosen 80 that the waves generated by

Po towards P+ just cancel out the waves generated by p_ towa.rcSs

P+ (and, by syDmetry, the waves qenerated by P+ towards P_.). In

other words, we write

'm
cS>(x,y,lC) ...

Jo
j.L*( e,K ){G(X, y,asine,acose )+G(x,y,-asine,acose)

+ A(e)G(x,y,o,o)jade

..rnere A(e) is known, and where JL*( ) is the strength of the

80urce triads. 1t turns out that the integral equation for j.L*( )

becomes comparatively simple for large lta.,in particular it has no

irregu~ar va~ues. 1t can be shown by 80lving this integral equation

and the wave-making coefficient like
4
JCa'

41--3nKa.
It was thus POSsible to extend

that for ~arqe Ka the virtual-mass coefficient behaves like

our computations from lta.=: 5 to JCa =: CD, see P'igs.4 & 6 (from U1959).

6. Extensions of t:be 88t:hod of 8ul:t:1pole8.

I wish now to speak about various extensions of the method of multi-

poles. So far we have considered syumetric motions but it is not difficult

to see that we can similarly construct anti-synnetric wavefree potentia.1s

for roll and sway. And we can generalize the method to boundaries other

than the sem.i-circleby conformal transformation. Let UR consider

boundaries in the z-plane which are transformed into a semi-circle

in the ,-plane by means of a transformation

M

~ - , + ~ ~, (where z - x+iy, , - (+i'1),

containingonly a finite number of terms. When M - 0 we abtain ellipses;
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when M.. 1, Lewi.s forme, ancS SO on. 'l'he free-surface concUtion

dz
!t4> + 4>Y= 0 when Y" 0 is transformed :into IC~ d'),.,..o + 4>t}- 0

when ".. 0, a different 1>ouncJary concJition, but it is remarkab1e that

we can neverthe1ess still construct vavefree potential.s :in the ,-plane,

for e11ipses each vavefree potentia.l haB 3 terms, for Lewis forme 4 terms,

a.ncJ so on. (For anti-syDIDetric motions these were given :in U1949b. )

Another extension i8 to finite constant depth where an additional.

1>oundary concJition

84>_ 0 wben y - h8y

must be imposed. The infinite-depth potential.s can be modified so as to

satisfy this, the vave source at the origin becomes

~o(l(r , 9, ICh) _. r.o coshk( h-y )cos )ce c:nc
'1'0 k sinh kh - ICcosh kh

and the mth vavefree potential. becomes .

cos2me
+

K cos( 2m-1 )9
rZJl1 zm=l r~~

+ (~1)1 f:
e-kh( k+1C)( kcosh ky - lCSinh ky )k~2cos kx c:nc

keinh kh - lCCo8h kh

which however has vavelike behaviour at infinity. These potential.s can be

expressed in polar coordinates and have been used to ca.lculate the force on

a half-i.JImersed heaving semi-circle (Ul961, 1976). Por other 1>oundaries

the 1>oundary-value problem cannot be solvecJ in thiB way but it can be

solved by a distribution of vave sources; the wave-source potential

for finite depth was given by Thorne (1953, p. 714). Por the half-i.JImersed

circle the method of multipoles and the inteqral-equation method have been

compared by sayer (1980a,b) wbo has founcJ that nUlllerica.lly the method of

multipoles is far more efficient.

Por oblique seas the equa.tion of continuity takes the form

(~ - k2 )4>(x,y) - 0 wbile the other 1>oundary conditions a.re una.ltered
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(U1973, Green 1971). Wavefree potenti&1.s can still be constructed which naw

involve Bessel functions, ancS we can derive an expansion theorem anaJ.ogous

to our previous expansion theorem. In particular, we can consider

head 3eas for which the equation of continuity is (A - J(2)4>{X,y) = 0

(U1968a) when it is assumed that head seas can travel along the cylinder

v~thout change of form. The boundary condition on the semi~ircle

is now iJ$/8r a:: 0, and there is no radiation condition at infinity.

The expansion theorem for this case shows that we have one term too few

and we therefore cannot satisfy the boundary condition. It follows that

head seas cannot trave1 along the cylinder vithout change of form, an

important physical result, and we can then 90 on to calculate the change

of form.

There Are many ether problems relating t:o the half-iDmersed circular

cylinder but I have time for only one 1DOre. SUppose t:hat such a cylinder

is given a vertical impUlse from rest, t:hen in t:he resulting motion vaves

radiate avay from the cylinder, a.nd it will be expected that the IDOtion

of the body is very nearly a damped har1DOnic 1DOtion. This is indeed found

to bethe case except in the initial a.nd final stages (U1964, 1970). 'l'he

vertical displacement of the cylinder at time T{atg )'. is described by the

integral

1--
217 1:

e-iUTdu

1 - '~1TU;;:{1 + A( U»

where A( u ) is the force coefficient at frequency u{ g/a )'. (in suitable

non-dimensional form). we see that A( u ) is needed at &1.1 frequencies,

thus we IllUst solve the infinite system of equat10ns eS) for every frequency.

'l'he integrand decreases very slowly so that direct CCIIIIpUtation 18 not

feasible but convergence can be accelerated by using the asymptotics

of virtual mass and damping at high frequencies, and also by using complex

rather than real frequencies in the integration.
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7. CODC~U81.OD.

What use has been made of al~ th1.s mai:he8ai:1.cal i:heory? The bio-

dimensional mei:hodsdescr1bed here have found i:he1.r w1.dest use in i:he

calculai:ion of forces on oscillai:ing ships. where i:hey have been in-

corporai:ed into a strip i:heory of i:hree~imensional ship lDOi:ions.

These were validated by Gerrii:sma and bis collaborators at Delfi: who

found goOO agreemeni: bet:ween their measuremeni:s and i:he si:rip-theory

calculations. This good agreement has never been explained by i:he

theoreticians, and it remains achalIenging problem for us. I think

that Georg weinblum would have been pleased if he could have known

the contribution i:hat mai:hemai:ics has made i:o i:his problem, and also i:he

highly original contribui:ion that the experimenters have made by adapating

this mathematics.
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